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Nadina Fejes ‘07 (Serbia/OH)
Digital Marketer and Storyteller for different NGOs
Achievements:
-

-

Bachelor’s Degree in Political Science from Goucher College
in Baltimore, MD.
Master’s Degree in Social Policy from University of Oxford,
U.K.
Favorite past project: teaching children about the concept of
war through poetry, art, and workshops.

“A-SMYLE (FLEX) gave me an opportunity to experience a
completely new culture, while at the same time allowing me to
critically examine my own beliefs and attitudes about myself and
the world around me. [It] allowed me to question concepts I
ordinarily may not have paid much attention to. I see my
experience as an amazing jump start to my career, both
academically and professionally.”

Danilo Milovanovic ’07 (Serbia/OH)
Professional Actor at the Youth Theatre in Novi Sad
Achievements:
-

Graduate of the Academy of Arts of Novi Sad.
Starred in a movie called “Trees” in 2018.
Current project- a film called “The Pond”, directed by a
famous Serbian director. Expected to be released in American
theatres and premiere on Netflix in 2020.

“[My exchange year] was a magnificent experience that was very
important for my self confidence during my maturing. I met a lot
new friends, learned to play an instrument, and tried completely
new things such as athletics, choir, and acting in English.
Eventually, this audition for the musical ‘Thoroughly Modern
Millie’ was one of the most important moments for me because it
made me decide I wanted to be an actor.”
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Milian Andrejevic ‘08 (Serbia/OH)
PHD student in Cognitive Neuroscience at the University of Melbourne
Achievements:
-

-

-

Organized “Electronic Waste Recycleton Concert”: Attendees
brought in waste as a ‘ticket’ to see a famous rock’n’roll band.
Gathered 3 tons of electronic waste in one day.
Organized “Make Zero Count”: Week-long conference with
workshops focused on zero-budget or small budget activism.
Ran for 2 years with participants organizing own charity
events.
Undergraduate degree in Psychology

“All my projects were one way, or another closely related to what
I had experienced in the U.S… I feel like ASMYLE (FLEX)
contributed to my maturing, made me more goal oriented, more
determined, and less scared of pursuing big dreams!”

Mariam Ghvamichava ‘10 (Georgia/OH)
PHD student in Legal Sciences at Tbilisi State University
Achievements:
-

-

Has a Bachelor’s Degree in Law and Master’s Degree in
Police Regulation Law from the Academy of Ministry of
Internal Affairs.
Received an Erasmus+ scholarship to spend 1 year as a
visiting researcher at the University of Tuscia in Italy.
Currently the Project Coordinator for a joint project between
World Link and the US Embassy Tbilisi, focused on the
development of vocational education in Georgia.

“My exchange year highly influenced my career path and current
work. CEW helped me choose a career in the legal field. FFA
gave me a passion to help future farmers. I encourage all new
alumni to be active, work hard, and use their exchange experience
to make their communities a better place to live.”
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Nazeli Karapetyan ‘11 (Armenia/CA)
Product Owner in Softcontruct, an international IT company
Achievements:
-

-

Graduated with excellence in both her BA and MA in
Economics from the Armenian State University
Was an Information Analyst for Globbing, an international
logistic company, an IT Project Manager for STDev, an
international outsourcing IT company, and an IT Program
Manager for Develandoo, an international IT company.
Her first alumni project won a FLEX Grant. With the money
she improved the central park in her home city.

“I owe FLEX for being able to be that much flexible and selforganized which allowed me to find the correct position for me in
the market. [My success] was due to the awesome year and the
irreplaceable experience gained through FLEX.”

Armian Hanelli ‘11 (Albania/OH)
Digital Parts Reliability Engineer in the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Achievements:
-

Top of Class at Virginia Tech University in Electrical
Engineering
Graduate of Caltech University in Electrical Engineering
Recipient of the Jack Kent Cooke Scholarship, covering
expenses for both undergraduate and graduate studies.

“I attribute a lot of my successes in life to the YES program. The
YES program gave me the self confidence I needed at such a
young age to know that I could achieve anything if I put in the
effort. The challenges I faced then, from the language barrier to
the cultural shifts, made me stronger and more able to take on
new opportunities in the future!”
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Petros Mkheyan ‘15 (Armenia/CA)
Migration Engineer at Globanet, IT Management Solutions
Achievements:
-

2nd year student at the American University of Armenia,
studying Computer Science.
Organizer of 2 educational seminars as a participant of the
FLEX-ability Workshop in 2015.
Group Leader of an inclusive summer camp.
Delegate and venues/logistics organizer for the European
Youth Parliament.

“FLEX program helped me to find out my hidden strengths I
never thought I’d have. I discovered and developed my
communication skills. It made me look at the world in a different
way, and better understand people from different realities. FLEX
is a once in a lifetime opportunity, something that is now an
undetachable part of myself.”

Viktoriia Shvaher ‘16 (Ukraine/CO)
FLEX University Representative and 3rd year student at LCC International University
Achievements:
-

Spent 1 year in Kyiv working for AIESEC, volunteering at
local domestic abuse crisis centers.
Actively involved in the feminist community, writing articles
on gender discrimination in Ukrainian politics.
Spent a semester on the Erasmus Program at the Caucasus
University in Tbilisi. Implemented “Girls of the Caucasus
Workshop” with the focus of building strong female
connections at the university.

“FLEX helped me understand what passions are and how I can
implement them in my life… I came knowing I want to do
something in the field of gender equality and left with skills
helping me in organizing alumni projects on this topic later.”
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Olena Stogniy ‘16 (Ukraine/IA)
VP of Student Exchange Trainee Program at the European Law Student Association
Achievements:
-

-

Studied at Yaroslav Mudryi National Law University.
Former Secretary and VP of the European Law Student
Association.
- Organized law conferences, workshops and trainings.
One of 16 to be selected for an internship at the Ukrainian
Government Institution.
- Implemented “Let’s Talk Peace”, a discussion event
part of Erasmus+ “We are the Peacemakers” project.

“This program gave me understanding of who I am and how I can
make this world a better place to live in… it gave me confidence.
Now I work with foreign students. I know how it feels to be a
stranger, so I am helping them understand Ukrainian culture and
to fall in love with Ukraine, how I once fell with the U.S.”

Vira Grabchuk ’19 (Ukraine/CO)
Co-Founder, Chief Director, Playwright, and Actress at the Charitable Youth Theatre
Achievements:
-

-

Won a $400 to pay the touring costs for the Charitable Youth
Theatre. Performances raise money to help children with
disabilities. They have toured around Ukraine.
FLEX City Representative of Ternopil.
- Since October, has completed 10 service projects
including organizing educational forums on disability
rights and inclusion.

“The FLEX program has helped me to accept my disability and
now I am helping others to do so. I realized that our world is all
about diversity and that's what makes it truly beautiful. There is
no such thing as a disability, just a different ability… discovered
unlimited possibilities and potential of every single human,
regardless of physical condition.”

